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The downstream effect of forest practices has proved difficult to evaluate for a number of reasons. Differences in rock type, hydrology, topography, soils and disturbance history may all produce highly variable responses among drainage basins. In particular, the management history of a basin is often complex, with logging and road construction taking place over prolonged periods in different parts of the basin, which makes comparisons between basins with different histories uncertain. In addition, similar processes can give rise to different end results, depending on the type of terrain. Conversely, a particular form of channel response can often be attributed to multiple causative factors. All of these circumstances make it difficult to evaluate the causes and importance of downstream effects.

A study was undertaken to determine whether off-site effects of timber harvest activities were an important factor in producing channel changes among fourth- and fifth-order streams in the western Cascade Range of Oregon. In this paper, we suggest a theoretical framework for predicting how different off-site effect mechanisms might influence stream channel morphology. We also present an air photo interpretation technique for measuring stream channel response to disturbance, and report preliminary results from the analysis of a large storm event.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

In what context do 'off-site effects' occur? Off-site effects are one stage in a cascading series of causes and effects that constitute the 'management-induced disturbance system' (Figure 1). Each stage in this system is both an effect of preceding stages and a cause of subsequent ones. The system is initiated by the activities associated with cutting and removing trees from the forest and reforestation practices: construction of logging roads and landings, falling and yarding timber, and planting site preparation (often by burning). These activities produce changes in local site conditions, such as compacted soils and altered ground cover (Dyrness 1965, 1967), reduced root strength (O'Loughlin 1974, Ziemer and Swanston 1977), and opened canopies. On-site impacts can, in turn, alter site processes, resulting in 'on-site effects'. In the Pacific Northwest, these effects have been observed to include reduced infiltration and subsurface flow (Megahan 1972a), altered patterns of snow accumulation and melt (Harr 1961, Harr and Berris 1983), expanded drainage networks (Janda 1978, Harr 1979), and accelerated erosion from both surface and mass movement processes (Mersereau and Dyrness 1972, Swanston and Swanson 1976).

On-site effects can produce changes in patterns of water and sediment movement through the basin as a whole. This translation of on-site effects downstream occurs through changes in specific supply mechanisms that route water and sediment; these changes are referred to as 'off-site or downstream effects' which may combine to produce what are sometimes referred to as 'cumulative effects'. Although on-site effects are clearly linked in space and time with their management cause, off-site effects can produce delayed changes throughout the basin. Reported off-site effects include increased peak flows (Ziemer 1981, Christner
and Harr 1982), increased landsliding (Swanson and Dyrness 1975, Earth Sciences Assoc. 1980), increased frequency of debris torrents (Swanson et al. 1981), and increased chronic sedimentation from roads and clearcut surfaces (Megahan 1972b, Rice et al. 1972).

Considerable evidence, therefore, suggests that timber harvest activities can affect the volumes, rates and timing of water and sediment movement through a drainage basin. Less clearly understood is how stream channels respond to such changes in regime - the terminal link in Figure 1. Reported channel responses include aggradation (O'Loughlin 1969, Kelsey 1980), widening and braiding (Bennett and Selby 1977, Nolan and Janda 1979, Lyons and Beschta 1983), and increased deposition of fines (Adams and Beschta 1980). In most of these studies, however, the links between upbasin activities and downstream channel changes are assumed, and the relative importance of various specific supply mechanisms are not described. From a management point of view, distinguishing between different supply mechanisms can be important in designing improved strategies to combat erosion problems.

In order to explore some of these linkages we have hypothesized that: (1) different modes of water and sediment delivery to channels produce different types of channel response; (2) channel response is distinctive enough to be used as an indicator of the delivery processes involved, and hence provides a way to determine whether specific off-site effects are active in a given basin. This approach requires the classification of off-site effects by delivery mode and supply mechanism.

In Table 1 a general framework for analyzing channel and basin behavior resulting from management-induced disturbances is presented. Column 1 describes on-site effects responsible for generating off-site effects (detailed in adjacent columns). The delivery mode classification (column 2) is based on whether the primary causative agent is water or sediment. Column 3 describes the specific mechanism by which this agent is supplied. In the case where increased sediment delivery is the primary mechanism, a further distinction is made between 'chronic' inputs (due to surface erosion and creep from bare soil surfaces distributed over the basin) and 'pulse' inputs (from mass movements which impinge on channels). In the first case, sediment delivery is likely to be relatively slow, involving small amounts of fine material supplied intermittently over long periods of time in a way that produces little stress and adjustment within the channel. Pulse sedimentation, by contrast, involves rapid transfer of large amounts of predominantly coarse sediment and organic debris directly into the stream network. In this case, high sediment loads, coarse debris, abrupt delivery, and the shear force generated by mass movement within the channel all may play a role in determining channel response. We distinguish between slope mass movements travelling into the channel, where channel adjustment is due to the high quantities of sediment and debris supplied from the hillslope, and mass movements taking place within the channel, including debris flows and torrents, where the impact force of the mass movement travelling downstream strongly affects channel response.

Physical changes in channel morphology that are produced by these supply mechanisms are given in column 4. Note that while some parameters are unique to specific supply mechanisms, there is considerable overlap in the ways that channels adjust. In particular, some kind of channel widening or enlargement is predicted for all supply mechanisms. This is an example of the principle of geomorphic convergence mentioned earlier, whereby different processes give rise to the same result.

**Figure 1.** General management-induced disturbance system
Table 1. Predicted channel and basin behavior resulting from changes in water and sediment delivery caused by on-site effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ON-SITE EFFECTS</th>
<th>PRIMARY DELIVERY MODE</th>
<th>SUPPLY MECHANISM</th>
<th>CHANNEL RESPONSE</th>
<th>RESPONSE OF BASIN Qw AND Qs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change in quantity and timing of hillslope runoff</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>High peak flows</td>
<td>• Increased channel capacity, widening</td>
<td>Peak discharges for logged basins greater than for unlogged basins. Qw varies as a function of the increase in drainage network due to compaction and road drainage, and the area of management activity in transient snow zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Greater efficiency of drainage network</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Debris dam instability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Greater snow accumulation and melt rates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduced Evapotranspiration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased surface erosion</td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>&quot;Chronic&quot; sediment input</td>
<td>• Channel widening and braiding</td>
<td>Qs varies gradually as a function of % of basin area in bare soil which is connected with drainage network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater incidence of shallow landslides</td>
<td>Sediment</td>
<td>&quot;Pulse&quot; sediment input into channel</td>
<td>• Accumulation of fines</td>
<td>Qs varies episodically with mass movement events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Reduced root strength</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Change in slope mass and water balances</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Predicted changes in basin water and sediment yields associated with specific supply mechanisms are given in column 5 and can be used as corroborating evidence for determining which mechanisms are active.

Because our hypothesis states that channel response is indicative of the kind of supply mode, a detailed set of diagnostic parameters is needed which is sufficiently sensitive to register the variety of induced channel conditions. We have defined critical parameters as being (1) the site conditions where the channel first shows some response, (2) the degree of physical linkage between this initiating site and downstream responding reaches, (3) the change in channel response with distance downstream, and (4) the extent to which channel response varies as a function of the kind and intensity of management operations. These diagnostic criteria are shown in the last column of Table 2 for different classes of supply mechanism.

The relationship between channel response and supply mechanism was tested by looking at channel changes which occurred during a large,
100-year runoff event in December 1964. The analysis involved fourth- and fifth-order basins tributary to the Middle Fork of the Willamette River (MFW), Oregon. The geology, vegetation, soils, and logging history of this area have been described by Lyons and Beschta (1983). They report significant channel changes on both the main stem and its tributaries in conjunction with this event and conclude that these changes result mainly from clearcutting and road construction within the basin. The premise underlying our approach is that this large event acted as a trigger for the management-induced disturbance system; channel response to the 1964 event should therefore reflect the relative importance of different supply mechanisms. The assumption was made that effects from the storm and snow conditions were more or less uniform over the basins in question; an examination of the storm record (Wanaanen et al. 1971) indicates that this is valid.

METHOD AND TECHNIQUES

Thirty-seven fourth- and fifth-order streams that are tributaries of the MFW were identified through a Horton-Strahler analysis performed on 1:62,500-scale topographic maps that were enlarged to a scale of 1:24,000. The selection of fourth- and fifth-order streams was based on the assumption that streams of this size would be sensitive to both fluvial and hillslope influences. Sequential aerial photos taken in 1959 and 1967 at scales of 1:12,000 and 1:15,840, respectively, were used to identify channel reaches among this population which showed changes as the result of the 1964 event. All observed changes were attributed to this event because the next largest flood during the interval 1959-67 had a recurrence interval of only two to three years. Preliminary analysis indicated that the dominant channel response visible on the photographs was 'channel opening' or enlargement of the channel corridor by removal of riparian vegetation (Figure 2). Streams were classed by whether their drainage basins had experienced any logging activity at the time of this storm, as determined from aerial photos and USDA Forest Service records.

Based on this preliminary survey, we selected six basins for detailed analysis, all of which showed some channel response and had different degrees of logging activity.

Basins were selected from the lower part of the MFW drainage, for similar area, elevation, orientation, and slope angle, in an attempt to ensure that storm conditions were uniform amongst the sample. All basins had been
Table 2. Dominant supply modes corresponding with initiation sites and predicted channel condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiation Site</th>
<th>Supply Mode</th>
<th>Predicted Channel Condition Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Axial landslide</td>
<td>pulse sediment &amp; channel mass transport</td>
<td>Cg - long; Cn - continuous; W - decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Riparian landslide</td>
<td>pulse sediment with possibility of channel mass transport</td>
<td>Cg - moderate; Cn - continuous; W - decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Forest</td>
<td>low increase in runoff, low increase in chronic sediment</td>
<td>Cg - short; Cn - patchy; W - decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Clearcut</td>
<td>high increase in runoff, high increase in chronic sediment</td>
<td>Cg - variable; Cn - continuous to patchy; W - decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) Road</td>
<td>increase in localized runoff, high increase in chronic sediment</td>
<td>Cg - short; Cn - patchy; W - decrease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Multiple</td>
<td>two or more different sites contribute</td>
<td>Depends on dominant supply mode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'Cg is length of contiguous reach, Cn is continuity of responding channel, and W is change in width downstream.

partially logged by 1964; the intensity of timber harvest activities ranged from a few roads and scattered clearcuts to extensive clearcut and road networks. Channel response or opening within the basins ranged from a few open patches to long continuous open reaches.

All open channel reaches in these six basins identified on the 1967 photos were traced onto maps and assigned an initiation site. The furthest upstream point where some channel response could be observed was designated as the initiation site. Initiation sites were classed by whether the changed channel reach began at an axial or riparian landslide, in forest growth, clearcut, or at a road without a visible landslide. These initiation sites correspond with supply mechanisms as shown in Table 2. Landslides were defined as axial if the slide occurred essentially parallel to, or within, the axis of the creek or drainage depression; riparian landslides were defined as those slides more or less perpendicular to the axis of the creek. For landslide initiation sites, the management condition of the site (forest growth, clearcut, or road) was also noted.

The next step in characterizing the condition of the channels involved the degree of linkage between the initiation site and the affected channel. If a section of channel immediately downstream from an initiation site showed a continuous response along its course, without incorporating any sections of unaffected channel, it was termed a contiguous reach. The section of channel from the first visible break (unaffected channel) onward was termed a discontinuous reach. Channel openings which occurred along a discontinuous reach were termed discontinuous openings (DO). The lengths of the contiguous or discontinuous reach (LCR and LDR respectively) and the lengths of discontinuous openings (LDO) were measured using an electronic digitizer.

Finally, measurements were made on the air photos to estimate width of features. Widths of open channel within both contiguous and discontinuous reaches were measured at 100 m intervals. The site condition (forest, clearcut, or road) was recorded at each measurement site. All measurements were made in the center of the photos to minimize edge distortion. Sequential photos taken along the same flight path were examined to reduce the effects of shading and camera angle. All measurements were repeated until at least two measurements agreed. Based on measurements of known distances, accuracy is estimated to be ±15% percent.
In basins having multiple open reaches, the longest contiguous channel reach was defined as the main stem, and other responding reaches as tributaries. The location where other responding reaches, either contiguous or discontiguous, joined the main stem was noted, as was the location of riparian landslides adjacent to the channel. Where two responding reaches with different classes of initiation sites joined, the channel below the junction was classified as having 'multiple' initiation sites. Where two tributaries each having the same class of initiation site joined, the downstream channel was considered as being a continuation of the tributary having the longer contiguous reach.

Separate tabulations of lengths and average widths were made for contiguous and discontiguous reaches in each site class shown in Table 2. Although individual tallies were kept according to management condition for landslide sites, all landslides of a particular type (axial, riparian) were considered together in this initial analysis. Subsequent analyses could separate landslides from different management categories.

In order to test the relationship between the character of downstream channel response and the nature of the initiation site we developed several indices of channel disturbance (Table 3) from the measurements outlined above. Depending on how the data are arrayed, indices can be generated which define: (1) individual responding channel reaches, (2) all reaches within a basin having a particular initiation site, (3) all reaches of a particular site class among all basins, and (4) all site classes within a particular basin. These different ways of computing indices allow for comparison among individual reaches, different classes of initiation sites, and different drainage basins.

RESULTS

Examination of aerial photographs taken in 1959 and 1967 indicated that dramatic changes in channel conditions occurred among many of the fourth- and fifth-order streams during this period. Most of the observed changes consist of an opening or widening of the riparian corridor as a result of stripping of streamside vegetation. Many channels that were obscured under a closed canopy in the 1959 photos are clearly visible in the 1967 photo (Figure 2). Although some channels have open reaches that extend continuously downstream for distances of 2-3 km, others show discontinuous patches of open channel separated by closed canopy reaches. Open reaches within clearcuts were identified by their light-colored 'streaked' appearance and visible trimlines, as can be seen in the lower clearcut unit in the 1967 photo (Figure 2).

The general relationship among streams showing open channels and their management history for 1959 and 1967 is shown in Table 4. Of the 37 streams inventoried, 7 showed open reaches in the 1959 series (Table 4A). Most of the openings observed in these streams were patchy and discontinuous when compared with openings observed in the 1967 photos. All 7 streams had experienced logging and road construction in their upbasin area and none of the unlogged streams had open reaches. A chi-square test indicated that the null hypothesis that channel conditions are independent of management can be rejected at a 99.995 percent level of confidence.

Table 4B shows the distribution of channel conditions for logged and unlogged basins in the 1967 photos. A check of USDA Forest Service records indicated that all basins in the 'logged' category had been entered before the 1964 event. In the 1967 photos, over three times as many streams had open reaches; of these, only one open reach was observed in an unlogged basin. A chi-square test again confirmed the strong relationship between management condition and streams with open reaches.

Figure 3 shows how the technique outlined here can be applied to evaluate the specific linkage between management activities and channel response. It indicates how the initiation sites and channel reaches in this section were classified. Note that since axial landslides and riparian landslides are treated as separate initiating factors, the uppermost channel is considered to have multiple influences below the junction of the landslide. Measurements made on this section and derived indices are shown in Table 5.

Some preliminary results are reported here to indicate the relative importance of different supply mechanisms in producing particular patterns of channel change among the six basins studied. Figure 4 shows the frequency distribution of initiation sites by site class. Axial landslides represent 75 percent of all initiation sites; over 70 percent of these landslides occurred in clearcuts. Non-landslide sites make up only 21 percent of the initiation sites, and most of these also occurred in clearcuts.
Figure 5 illustrates the effectiveness of different classes of initiation site in producing channel response. It is apparent that axial landslides are the most common cause of channel opening and are also the most effective agent in producing direct or contiguous response. The effect of this mechanism is probably even greater than that pictured in the figure.
here as over 90 percent of the reaches in the 'multiple' category had streams with axial landslide initiation sites as one of their contributing influences. Riparian landslides and sites without mass movements do not appear to be particularly effective in producing channel response.

DISCUSSION

Although the results presented here are preliminary, several important points can still be made. First, in this area there is a clear relationship between timber harvest activities within a basin and the occurrence of downstream channel opening. This relationship appears to exist with or without the impact of a large storm event but it is decidedly more pronounced following such an event. This relationship is apparently not simply a function of harvest intensity, because a number of the basins studied in the initial inventory had considerable logging activity in their headwater areas without showing any channel response. Clearly, other factors, such as the location of clearcuts and roads in relation to the stream network, hillslope stability, and the channel's intrinsic sensitivity to disturbance all are able to influence the nature of channel response.

Second, the kind of channel response observed (opening or enlargement of the riparian corridor) is in accordance with the adjustment to logging activities predicted by the theoretical model. Channel 'opening' is not synonymous with 'channel widening', because the actual change in channel width cannot be measured from one photo series to the next owing to the closed canopy obscuring undisturbed reaches. However, some kind of channel enlargement is predicted by all classes of supply mechanism (Table 2). Channel enlargement can occur as the result of high streamflow alone, i.e., without management-induced disturbance (Costa 1974, Gupta and Fox 1974, Lisle 1981). However, the association between this characteristic and basin logging history (Table 4) along with the direct linkage between upslope activities and downstream response (Figure 5), argue against channel enlargement being brought about solely by the storm.

Third, the method we have described here for linking channel response to specific supply mechanisms via the initiation site, contiguity and continuity of response, and other critical parameters offers a way of evaluating the relative importance of different classes of off-site effects. In the MFW basin, most channel opening is associated with pulse sediment events. Sites of timber harvest activity which have not been subject to

Figure 3. An example of the classification and measurement technique. (a) Map shows how initiation sites and stream reaches were classified. (b) Visual display of length and width measurements made on contiguous and discontiguous reaches.
landsliding, even after a major climatic event, play only a minor role in affecting the morphology of downstream channels.

Fourth, the indices developed as part of this approach (Table 3) provide quantitative measures of the degree and form of one type of channel disturbance. These offer a way to analyze both the degree of channel response associated with particular supply modes and the overall basin response to a storm event. The response of basins with different management histories can therefore be contrasted. Moreover, these indices allow certain channel conditions to be monitored over time, so that channel recovery from disturbance (largely vegetation regrowth) and/or the effects of subsequent storms can be assessed.

Finally, this approach uses parameters that can be rapidly and inexpensively measured on aerial photographs as opposed to requiring detailed field observations. It lends itself well to situations where other data are not available or where time and budgetary constraints make a more detailed field survey impractical. Perhaps most importantly, it allows resource scientists and managers to address the issue of off-site effects on the same spatial scale at which these effects are presumed to operate.
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